ADKOMunity IV – November 2017

She is tying up the strings – Krystina Hauck

With ADKOMunity we would like you to have a look backstage. You may not be aware of the fact, but you may have already been in contact with Mrs. Hauck. Today we want to introduce her to you.

For about one and a half year only she has been belonging to our team – and became indispensable. After all she is tying up the strings by furnishing all the sales confirmations. A task – she is obviously enjoying by showing engagement and pleasure. For: “ADKOM is an employer, which is offering me a responsible as well as a diversified position.” In private life family and friends are held dear, followed by sportive activities and her alter ego as witch during carnival. That she is actively engaged is evident.

And what else is necessary to make her day perfect? "my mug of coffee and a smile".

25 Years ADKOM – Celebrating along the line of a special motto

We have been anxious about the day of our anniversary. September finally arrived – our company grew a quarter of a century old.

Our managing director solely knew: The anniversary should become something quite particular for the entire ADKOM team. Based on the question – what is more precious in today’s fast moving world than time – was hidden, what came true for all of us. An extraordinary gift – because on this given day we were returned some of the time we all spent jointly in the company. Together we sampled remarkable hours around Esslingen and Stuttgart, by having a sunny boat trip experiencing culinary highlights all over the day. And thus our anniversary still continues to having an effect since for ADKOM the future still holds excitement as the past 25 years, in which we developed into the enterprise ADKOM is today – a competent partner for electronical displays all around.